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mRNA quality control: Marking the message for life or death
Jens Lykke-Andersen

A protein complex deposited upstream of exon–exon
junctions after pre-mRNA splicing may serve a dual role
in mRNA quality control by directing mRNA nuclear
export and, possibly, serving as a downstream ‘mark’
for nonsense-mediated decay.
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Most metazoan genes consist of multiple exons separated
by introns. During and after transcription, mRNAs are
matured by addition of a 5′ cap and a 3′ poly-A tail, and by
removal of introns through pre-mRNA splicing. The
excision of introns is potentially error-prone, with even
small mistakes resulting in shifted open-reading frames. A
failure in intron removal likewise generates abnormal
mRNAs laden with long non-coding regions. To avoid the
consequent production of possibly deleterious truncated
polypeptide products, two cellular ‘quality control’ path-
ways ensure that only correctly processed mRNAs escape
to the cytoplasm to engage in translation. These processes
are mRNA export and nonsense-mediated decay. Pre-
mRNA splicing is an integral part of both of these
processes, and it has been proposed that a ‘mark’ deposited
during splicing may be involved in both. 

Recent studies have now shown that a multi-protein
complex is specifically deposited 20–24 nucleotides
upstream of exon–exon junctions in mRNAs produced by
splicing in vitro as well as in Xenopus oocytes [1]. At least
one of the deposited proteins, Aly/REF, has been shown
to be directly involved in mRNA export in vivo [2]
(Figure 1). Although it has yet to be demonstrated, this
post-splicing complex may also comprise a downstream
‘mark’ for nonsense-mediated decay. Four human Upf
proteins have been identified that may link such a ‘mark’
to the process of nonsense-mediated decay [3–5].

Messenger RNAs are decorated with proteins during their
entire lifetime, and are therefore often referred to as mes-
senger ribonucleoproteins (mRNPs). During transcription
in the nucleus, the pre-mRNA associates with the highly
abundant heteronuclear (hn)RNPs (reviewed in [6,7]), as
well as with splicing commitment factors that direct
assembly of the spliceosome at exon–intron junctions
(Figure 1). Some hnRNP proteins shuttle out of the

nucleus, probably in association with mRNPs, whereas
others contain nuclear retention signals and must be
stripped of bound mRNPs before or during export ([7] and
references therein). After mRNA capping and polyadeny-
lation, the 5′ and 3′ ends of the transcript are bound by the
nuclear cap binding complex (CBC) and a nuclear poly-A

Figure 1

How a post-splicing complex deposited upstream of an exon–exon
junction may be involved in mRNA export and also serve as a
downstream ‘mark’ in nonsense-mediated decay (see text for details).
During transcription, the pre-mRNA becomes coated with hnRNPs
(green) and splicing commitment factors that direct the spliceosome
(grey) to exon–intron junctions. The pre-mRNA’s 5′ and 3′-ends are
bound by the nuclear cap binding complex (CBC) and nuclear poly-A
binding protein (PABP-II) (both purple), respectively. After intron
excision, a post-splicing complex (red) is deposited upstream of
exon–exon junctions. A protein in the post-splicing complex, Aly/REF,
interacts with the nuclear mRNA export factor TAP (blue), and the
mRNA is exported through the nuclear pore complex to the cytoplasm.
In the cytoplasm, CBC and PABP-II are replaced by eIF4F and PABP-I,
respectively. During the first round of translation, the ribosome
displaces most post-splicing complexes. However, if it encounters a
premature termination codon upstream of a post-splicing complex,
mRNA decapping followed by decay results. The hUpf proteins
(yellow) form a dynamic complex that serves as a bridge between the
translation release factors (RF) and the post-splicing complex. hUpf3p
(3) may associate with the post-splicing complex even before the
mRNP exits the nucleus.
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binding protein (PABP-II), respectively. Each of these
interactions is important for the subsequent export of the
mature mRNA, but not as important as intron removal.
The spliceosome retains unprocessed pre-mRNAs in the
nucleus. Although the presence of introns thereby inhibits
pre-mRNA export, artificially devised intron-less mRNAs
are poorly exported, suggesting that the process of splicing
actively facilitates the export of mature mRNA.

The first insights into mechanisms of mRNA export in
mammalian cells came from work on retroviral transcripts.
Retroviral RNAs need to exit the nucleus in both unspliced
(genomic) and spliced (mRNA) forms, and therefore must
circumvent the splicing-dependent export mechanism
employed by cellular mRNAs. Human immunodeficiency
virus-1 (HIV-1) encodes its own export factor, Rev, that
multimerizes on a Rev recognition element (RRE) within
the pre-mRNA transcript and mediates export via a cellu-
lar nuclear export receptor of the importin-β family,
CRM1 (reviewed in [6]). Type D retroviruses, in contrast,
do not encode their own export factor, but instead recruit
a cellular protein, TAP, that binds a constitutive transport
element (CTE) within the viral RNA and mediates
nuclear export [8].

Whereas it is controversial whether CRM1 directly
participates in cellular mRNA export, TAP seems to be
a genuine mRNA export factor. TAP, and a small associ-
ated polypeptide, p15/Nxt1, interact with the nuclear pore
complex and appear to be involved in a late stage of
mRNA export (reviewed in [6]). Other mRNA export
factors, hDbp5 and hGle2, also bind the nuclear pore
complex. Homologs of these factors were first described in
yeast ([9] and references therein). Although TAP interacts
directly with the CTE in type D retroviruses, it seems to
have a low affinity for cellular mRNAs.

Recently, several proteins that bind specifically to
mRNAs produced by in vitro splicing have been reported
[10–13], some of which shuttle between the nucleus
and cytoplasm and therefore may be active in mRNA
export. These proteins are part of a post-splicing complex
deposited upstream of exon–exon junctions [1]. Impor-
tantly, one of the proteins in this complex, Aly/REF,
interacts with TAP [14] and enhances export of spliced
mRNA when injected into Xenopus oocytes [2]. At least
one component of the newly characterized post-splicing
complex is therefore directly involved in the export of
spliced mRNA, and may accompany the mRNA through
the nuclear pore to the cytoplasm (Figure 1).

During or just after nuclear export, the mRNA is
subjected to a process called mRNA surveillance. If the
open reading frame has suffered mutation or aberrant
splicing such that a premature termination codon is present,
the mRNA is committed to nonsense-mediated decay.

Much effort has been devoted to understanding how a
cell distinguishes a premature from a true termination
codon at the end of an open reading frame. In mammalian
cells, a termination codon is recognized as premature if
an exon–exon junction is present more than about
50 nucleotides downstream (reviewed in [15]). Impor-
tantly, mammalian genes rarely have introns in their 3′
untranslated region (UTR), and when they occur they are
almost always less than 50 nucleotides downstream of the
termination codon [16]. This ensures that normal cellular
mRNAs are not degraded by nonsense-mediated decay. 

In yeast, where only few genes have introns, a down-
stream sequence element (DSE) functionally substitutes
for mammalian exon–exon junctions (reviewed in [17–19]),
and a stabilizer element (STE) can override a DSE when
present between the DSE and the termination codon.
Two nucleo-cytoplasmic shuttling proteins, Hrp1p and
Pub1p, have recently been shown to bind the DSE and
STE elements, respectively, and may mediate events in
nonsense-mediated decay [20,21].

Both universal and mRNA-specific inhibitors of transla-
tion impair nonsense-mediated decay in mammals and
yeast ([15,17] and references therein). Nonsense-medi-
ated decay therefore depends on translation, and it
appears that the ribosome, together with the translation
release factors, recognizes a premature (as well as a true)
termination codon. Three polysome-associated factors
involved in nonsense-mediated decay have been exten-
sively studied in yeast. These are the interacting Upf
proteins, Upf1p, Upf2p/Nmd2p and Upf3p (reviewed in
[17,18,22]). Upf1p, an ATP-dependent RNA helicase,
interacts with translation release factors, and thus provides
a link to translation termination [23]. Upf1p also interacts
with Dcp2p/Nmd1p, a protein involved in mRNA decap-
ping [24], which is the first step in nonsense-mediated
mRNA degradation. In the worm Caenorhabditis elegans,
seven smg genes have been implicated in nonsense-medi-
ated decay [25], and three of these encode homologs of
the yeast Upf proteins.

In mammals, hUpf1p/Rent-1 was the first Upf homolog to
be identified and implicated in nonsense-mediated decay
[26]. Recent studies have now identified distant human
homologs of the yeast proteins Upf2p/Nmd2p and Upf3p,
called hUpf2p/Rent-2 and hUpf3p, respectively [3–5].
The central players in nonsense-mediated decay thus
seem to be evolutionarily conserved. Surprisingly, even
though hUpf proteins interact in cell extracts, they are
concentrated in different compartments of the HeLa cell
[3–5]. The hUpf3 proteins, of which there are two vari-
ants, are predominantly nuclear and shuttle between the
nucleus and cytoplasm, whereas hUpf2p/Rent-2 and
hUpf1p are concentrated in the perinuclear region and
cytoplasm, respectively [3–5]. 
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As hUpf1p, like yeast Upf1p, interacts with translation
release factors [23], and hUpf3 proteins selectively interact
with spliced mRNA in vivo [3], these localizations suggest
that hUpf proteins may provide a link between splicing in
the nucleus and translation termination in the cytoplasm.
Moreover, hUpf proteins direct nonsense-mediated decay
of a normal β-globin mRNA when tethered downstream of
its termination codon [3]. Interestingly, hUpf2p/Rent-2
interacts with translation initiation factors eIF4A and eIF3
in two-hybrid assays, suggesting that hUpf2p/Rent-2 may
be involved in breaking up the eIF4F complex at the
mRNA cap structure of aberrant mRNAs, and thereby block
translation and provide access to decapping enzymes [4].

How can an intron, removed in the nucleus, direct non-
sense-mediated decay simply because it was once located
downstream of the site of translation termination? One
possibility is that pre-mRNA splicing downstream of a
nonsense codon disrupts the mRNP structure and thereby
causes a failure in translation termination that results in
decay [19]. An attractive alternative hypothesis is that a
‘mark’ is deposited by mRNA splicing in the nucleus,
travels with the mRNA to the cytoplasm and can be recog-
nized after translation termination [27–29]. It is tempting
to speculate that this ‘mark’ corresponds to the post-splic-
ing complex deposited upstream of exon–exon junctions
in vitro [1] (Figure 1). 

In normal mRNAs, where no introns are present in the
3′UTR, post-splicing complexes are bound only upstream
of the site of translation termination and are consequently
stripped from the mRNA by passing ribosomes. In the case
of premature termination, however, one or more such com-
plexes reside downstream and could relay a signal for
decapping via the Upf proteins, which may bridge the
translation release factors and the post-splicing complex
(Figure 1). The complex deposited near exon–exon junc-
tions in mammals may thus play a dual role in mRNA
quality control, by directing mRNA export and serving as a
mark for nonsense-mediated decay. Future experiments
will reveal whether the post-splicing complex, or parts of it,
accompany the mRNA to the cytoplasm with the potential
to trigger nonsense-mediated decay and whether proteins
in this complex, other than Aly/REF, direct mRNA export.
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